AUSTRALIA 2017 COLOURED $2
LEST WE FORGET

Struck by the Royal Australian Mint dated 2017, this Lest We Forget ANZAC two dollar, al/bronze uncirculated features an artistic depiction of Napier Waller's mosaic from the Australian War Memorial's - Hall of Memory in four colours.

We have available the 'C' for Canberra mintmark, encapsulated on a blue presentation card.

AUSTRALIA 2017 'C' FOR CANBERRA MINTMARK,
LEST WE FORGET COLOURED $2,
ENCAPSULATED ON RAM CARD UNC $15.00
HELLO! AND WELCOME TO MAY NUMI$NEWS™

LAST MONTH we offered a New Zealand 1937-49 Model Pattern Crown @ $1295.00. Thank you to those customers who told us that one was being offered by a Melbourne dealer @ $4950.00! That’s right - $3655.00 more than what we charged. See page 15 for a silver version.

NEW RELEASES From the Royal Australian Mint; Lest We Forget 2017 Coloured $2 ‘C’ Mintmark, Trans-Australian Railway Map & Sydney Counterstamp $1, ANZAC 2017 $1, Legends of the ANZACS Set and Fine Silver 6 Coin Set.

From The Perth Mint; 2017 Light Horse PNC, Gilded Kangaroo 1oz, Silver 1oz & 5oz High Relief Kookaburras.

All prices shown in NUMISNEWS include GST. All Coins & Notes are completely guaranteed for title and authenticity.

Payment with order please plus insured mail as per order form. Please allow 3 to 4 weeks for return of orders. This NUMISNEWS™ cancels all previous listings and/or advertisements. Some pictures are reproduced from CoinWeb. ™ TradeMark. Copyright 2017. Not to be reproduced without written permission.

All the Best from all at M.R.Roberts

RESERVATIONS ARE ACCEPTED BY PHONE (02) 9299 2047, FAX (02) 9290 3710 or EMAIL sales@wynyardcoins.com.au and are held for SEVEN DAYS (for customers within Australia) and FOURTEEN DAYS (for Overseas customers) PENDING RECEIPT OF YOUR PAYMENT.

RESERVATIONS ESSENTIAL on items marked 1 which indicates ONE ONLY IN STOCK

BONUS REBATES APPLY FOR NUMISNEWS CUSTOMERS

Orders over $100.00 receive $5.00 Rebate
Orders over $250.00 receive $10.00 Rebate
Orders over $500.00 receive a $20.00 Rebate
Orders over $1000.00 receive a $40.00 Rebate

ONLY ONE BONUS PER ORDER

MAY SPECIAL OFFER

SUPERB 1957 Y. PROOF PENNIES

Struck by The Perth Mint dated 1957, these superb proof bronze pennies were issued in very tiny numbers - less than 1200 - for collectors and VIP's. These we have on offer are third party graded and slabbed by Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) as PF65RD.

REGULAR PRICE $1500.00  SALE PRICE $1000.00
The Royal Australian Mint will travel around Australia, with their mobile press, counterstamping a map of Australia on the 2017 al/bronze Trans-Australian Railway uncirculated one dollar.

Some collectors experienced lengthy queues while trying to obtain this limited edition counterstamp. The first stops on the tour were Orange and Maitland NSW.

From the 6th-19th April, the Royal Australian Mint attended the Royal Agricultural (Easter) Show counterstamping an 'S' for Sydney on the Trans-Australian Railway al/bronze uncirculated one dollar with a very limited mintage.

Since 2014, the Royal Australian Mint has struck an al/bronze "100 Years of ANZAC the Spirit Lives 2014-2018" uncirculated 25mm one dollars. These will be issued for circulation and we have them available individually or in RAM bags of ten in uncirculated condition.
2016 ANZAC TO AFGHANISTAN SET

Based on photos of significant Australian Military moments which shaped our nation, the Royal Australian Mint struck four 25 cent uncirculated coins made from copper and aluminium (nordic gold) and ten uncirculated 20 cents struck from cupro-nickel in conjunction with Newscorp, Legacy and Westpac.

THE 2016 14 COIN COLLECTION IS ENCAPSULATED ON PRESENTATION CARDS, HOUSED IN A DISPLAY FOLDER UNC $99.95
In conjunction with Newscorp, Legacy and Westpac, the Royal Australian Mint has struck fourteen (ten cupro-nickel 20 cent and four copper-plated steel 25 cent) coins depicting some of our highest military service medals.

THE 2017 14 COIN COLLECTION ARE ENCAPSULATED ON PRESENTATION CARDS, HOUSED IN A DISPLAY FOLDER UNC $80.00
1910 VF $40.00, Toned, scratch on obverse
EF+ $75.00, EF $85.00, Toned EF/EF+ $100.00, Toned EF+/nUNC $200.00,
Toned nUNC/UNC $250.00
1912 Stained VG $10.00, VG $15.00
1916 FINE $45.00
1917 Heavy toned & washed FINE+ $25.00
1918 Dark toning VG/nVG $25.00, Reverse tone spot, obverse scratches FINE $75.00,
Tiny rim nicks, washed nVF $100.00, FINE+ $110.00, VF+ $450.00
1919 FINE+ $40.00
1922 FINE+/VG $25.00, FINE+/FINE $30.00, nVF/VG $30.00, nVF $150.00
1925 FINE $15.00, VF $60.00, Toned EF/ nUNC $225.00
1926 No serif on '2' variety FINE $10.00,
nVF/VF $20.00, VF/VF+ $35.00, nEF $60.00, VF/EF $60.00, EF $80.00,
reverse scratch, light tone, Lustrous nUNC/ UNC $200.00
1926 Serif on '2', Lust. nUNC/UNC $250.00
1927 Weakly struck star, washed VF/EF $20.00, VF $20.00, Rim nicks VF+ $25.00
1928 Washed VF/VF+ $15.00
1934 FINE $10.00, VF+/VF $40.00
1935 Obverse scratch FINE $20.00, VF $50.00, VF/VF+ $75.00
1936 VF/VF+ $15.00, nEF/EF $40.00,
EF $50.00, Light tone, Lust. nUNC $125.00
1938 VF+ $10.00, EF $20.00, Light tone, Lustrous nUNC $50.00, Lust. UNC/nUNC $75.00, Lustrous, light tone UNC $100.00
1939 EF $65.00
1940 EF $40.00
1941 EF $25.00, Light tone nUNC/UNC $65.00, Lustrous UNC $100.00
1942 S nUNC $20.00
1942 D Light obverse scratch, Lustrous UNC $15.00, Lustrous UNC $25.00, Lustrous Brilliant UNC $65.00
1943 D nUNC $10.00, Lustrous UNC $25.00, Lustrous Brilliant UNC $95.00
1950 EF/nUNC $15.00, Lustrous nUNC $20.00, Light tone, Lustrous UNC $70.00
1952 VF+ $20.00, EF $75.00, Rev. stain nUNC $150.00, Lustrous UNC $550.00
1953 VF $10.00, VF+/EF $30.00, EF $60.00, Light tone, Lustrous UNC $350.00
1954 Lustrous UNC $15.00, Lustrous Brilliant UNC $25.00
1955 Lustrous UNC $25.00, FDC $250.00
2017 SILVER PROOF SET

Continuing the annual tradition of capturing Australian coins in high quality fine silver, this exciting release is a true celebration of the Australian icons which adorn our currency.

With a limited release of 1000, these 99.9% fine silver stunning 6 coins (5¢-$2) are individually encapsulated within an attractive presentation case accompanied with a numbered certificate of authenticity.

MINTAGE 1000, CASED, 6 COIN SILVER SET, FDC $350.00

AUSTRALIAN LIGHT HORSE PNC

Australia Post and The Perth Mint have released a philatelic numismatic cover containing an al/bronze uncirculated one dollar depicting a member of the Australian Light Horse charging on his horse. Dated 2017 including a $1 postage stamp postmarked Centenary of WWI 1917, first day of issue 18 April 2017 Canberra ACT 2600.

PNC $17.95

GALLIPOLI $1 'G' PRIVY MARK

Issued by the Royal Australian Mint in 2005, this 25mm al/bronze uncirculated 'G' for Gallipoli privy mark one dollar is the most sought after coin for the 90th anniversary.

IN OFFICIAL RAM PACK OF ISSUE, UNC $15.00 (S.E.P @ $45.00!)
NEW ZEALAND
PRE-DECIMAL PROOFS

New Zealand proof coins dated prior to 1965 were struck by the Royal Mint, London in extremely limited numbers - usually between 5-20 pieces (except 1935) of each denomination.

Australian proof penny dated 1952 would normally sell for $15,000-$20,000. Now is a great time to buy these extremely rare New Zealand proof coins as they don't show up on the market very often.

These proof coins are struck from polished or specially prepared dies, have brilliant surfaces with perfect detail compared to standard circulation issues that were struck in their millions.

**1952 FOUR COIN PROOF SET**

**HALFPENNY, PENNY, SIXPENCE & SHILLING, FDC** $11,000.00

**ONLY 4 SETS KNOWN TO EXIST IN PRIVATE HANDS AND THE LAST SET SOLD IN ENGLAND FOR $17,500.00**

**1956 THREE COIN PROOFS**

**10 SETS KNOWN - EXTREMELY RARE! FDC** $8500.00
2017 SILVER GILDED KANGAROO

Struck by The Perth Mint dated 2017, this 99.9% pure silver one ounce, one dollar depicts a bounding red kangaroo across an outback plain in gilded 24 carat gold.

ENCAPSULATED, CASED, MINTAGE 5000, $95.00

2017 HIGH RELIEF KOOKABURRA

Issued by The Perth Mint dated 2017, this one ounce 99.9% pure silver, one dollar and five ounce eight dollar both struck in high relief, feature two kookaburras perched on a fence.

$1 SILVER HIGH RELIEF, ENCAPSULATED, CASED, MINTAGE 5000, FDC $109.00

5oz $8 SILVER HIGH RELIEF, ENCAPSULATED, CASED, MINTAGE 1000, FDC $499.00

LUNAR YEAR OF THE ROOSTER

The Perth Mint has released for the 2017 Melbourne Stamp and Coin Show, a coloured 1/4oz 99.99% silver 25 cent uncirculated featuring the 2017 Year of the Rooster design.

Encapsulated and cased in special 2017 Melbourne Stamp & Coin Show packaging, no more than 2500 coins will be released.

ENCAPSULATED, CASED, MINTAGE 2500 $29.00
WE WILL REMEMBER THEM

Struck by the Royal Australian Mint dated 2015, these Remembrance Day orange coloured and ANZAC Day red coloured, al/bronze uncirculated two dollars were struck and issued in mint rolls of 25 coins, wrapped in brown paper printed with the words 'Australian Government Royal Australian Mint'.

**ORANGE $2 REMEMBRANCE DAY**

- SINGLE UNC $2 COIN $5.00
- RAM ROLL OF 25 COINS $99.95

**RED $2 ANZAC DAY**

- SINGLE UNC $2 COIN $5.00
- RAM ROLL OF 25 COINS $125.00

**GREEN $2 REMEMBRANCE DAY**

- 'C' MINTMARK $2 COIN $20.00

**NEW ZEALAND 2015 50¢ CENTENARY OF ANZAC'S UNC $4.00 EACH**

- MINT ROLL OF 20 COINS $60.00

**2017 ANZAC DAY LEST WE FORGET $1, UNC $14.95**

**2016 SPIRIT LIVES, MAP SHAPE COUNTERSTAMP $1, UNC $19.50**

*In 2017 the Royal Australian Mint again presents a colour printed triangular proof coin inspired by the stunning architecture of the Australian War Memorial's Hall of Memory. Showcasing the spectacular stained glass artwork created by Napier Waller.*

*Service Nurses played a critical role in Australian military history, tending to the needs of sick and wounded soldiers as well as civilians whose lives have been affected by war and natural disaster. The tireless devotion of service nurses is a universally touching theme featured on this coloured triangle shape 99.9% silver $5 proof.*

*ENCAPSULATED, CASED, MINTAGE 10,000, FDC $90.00*
In 2017 the Royal Australian Mint again presents a colour printed triangular proof coin inspired by the stunning architecture of the Australian War Memorial’s Hall of Memory. Showcasing the spectacular stained glass artwork created by Napier Waller.

Service Nurses played a critical role in Australian military history, tending to the needs of sick and wounded soldiers as well as civilians whose lives have been affected by war and natural disaster. The tireless devotion of service nurses is a universally touching theme featured on this coloured triangle shape 99.9% silver $5 proof.

**ENCAPSULATED, CASED, MINTAGE 10,000, FDC $90.00**

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**

**2016**
**REMEMBER THE FALLEN**

FDC $85.00

**2015**
**ANZAC DAY**

FDC $90.00

**2014**
**LEST WE FORGET**

FDC $225.00

EACH OF THE ABOVE COINS ARE ENCAPSULATED AND CASED
SIR JACK BRABHAM 50¢ UNC

In Formula One racing, the feat of engineering and competing in a racecar of one’s own making is likely to never be repeated. Winning the driver’s championship in such a way would today be considered practically unfathomable. The only driver to achieve such a feat is Australia’s own Sir Jack Brabham, winning the Formula One World Championship and Formula One Constructors Championship in 1966.

The Royal Australian Mint has struck a coloured 2017 cupro-nickel 50 cent uncirculated to celebrate the late motor racing icon.

ENCAPSULATED ON A RAM PRESENTATION CARD, UNC $13.50

RICHIE BENAUD 50¢ UNC

Born in Penrith, NSW in 1930, Richie Benaud OBE combined an outstanding record as a cricketer with a long and successful career as a highly respected commentator.

The Royal Australian Mint struck a cupro-nickel 50 cent uncirculated commemorative to celebrate his cricket achievements.

ENCAPSULATED ON A RAM PRESENTATION CARD, UNC $10.00

ALSO AVAILABLE:

THE ASHES
AUSTRALIA VS ENGLAND
2011 STAMP AND 20¢ COIN COVER $15.00
Borobi the blue surfing koala has been announced as the official mascot of the 2018 Gold Coast XXI Commonwealth Games.

Borobi’s key features include his blue fur and coloured ears, crimson nose, sunscreen, Indigenous markings on hands and feet, and one thumb on each paw.

To mark the games and celebrate the announcement of Borobi, the Royal Australian Mint has struck an uncirculated 25mm, al/bronze coloured one dollar dated 2018.

$1 AL/BRONZE, ENCAPSULATED, CARDED IN RAM PACK, UNC $15.00

The Commonwealth Games were first held in 1930, in 2018 the Games return to Australia for the 5th time and expects to attract more athletes than ever before. On the 13th March 2017, the Queen’s Baton Relay left Buckingham Palace on its year-long journey throughout all nations and territories of the Commonwealth, on its way to the Gold Coast. Travelling for 388 days, the Queen’s Baton will carry a message from The Queen which will be read to the athletes at the opening ceremony on 4 April 2018.

Dated 2017 these 99.9% 1oz silver $5 and 99.99% 1/4oz $25 gold proofs feature a baton relay runner along the Gold coast skyline surrounded by flags of the Commonwealth Nations participating in the games.

SILVER $5, MINTAGE 2018, ENCAPSULATED, CASED, FDC $150.00
GOLD $25, MINTAGE 500, ENCAPSULATED, CASED, FDC $800.00
Based on photos chosen from the Australian War Memorial archive, the **ANZAC Official Coin Collection** includes fourteen, cupro-nickel 20 cent and an al/bronze $1 coloured uncirculated coins dated 2015 that have been designed and produced by the Royal Australian Mint to mark significant events that occurred during World War I.

The First World War themes featured in this collection include the War Years, Mateship, Light Horsemen, The Home Front, the Royal Australian Navy, Remembrance Day, Nurses, Wartime Animals, The Last Post, War Correspondents, Australian Flying Corps, Australian Imperial Forces, the Unknown Soldier, the Gallipoli landing and WWI War Heroes $1.

**THIS 15 COIN COLLECTION IS ENCAPSULATED ON PRESENTATION CARDS, HOUSED IN A DISPLAY FOLDER, UNC $250.00**
NEW GUINEA 1929 PAIR

Struck at the Melbourne mint in cupro nickel these coins did not reach circulation. The entire mintage of 63,000 pennies & 25,000 halfpennies were returned to the Melbourne mint where all except 400 pairs were melted. KM# 1 & 2.

FDC PAIR $2250.00 (S.E.P @ $2795-)

ADELAIDE ASSAY OFFICE 1852

The Adelaide Assay Office was established in 1852, to convert miners gold into a form of currency. Gold ingots and coins were struck as an emergency issue which was not given Royal assent by the motherland.

During the 1880’s, uniface electrotypes of the ingots show multiple stampings, a circular stamp recording the weight, carat, assay mark and in addition "Sawtell" punched into the top left corner. Edwin Sawtell was a chronometer and nautical instrument maker and had several business' in Adelaide from 1853-1889.

(SEEN ELSEWHERE PRICED @ $4500 - SAVE $750.00)

SELDOM SEEN AND VERY RARE, nEF $3750.00

GEORGE VI, SILVER PATTERN CROWN, FDC $1295.00 RARE!

ROYAL MINT SILVER PATTERN

Designed by English medal and coin designer Thomas Humphrey Paget, this New Zealand model pattern George VI undated (1937-49) crown was produced in two metals - silver (available here) and gilded bronze. Paget is the only artist to have had two obverse monarch designs approved for use on circulating coinage in the 20th century, his designs are indicated by the initials 'HP' under the Kings bust.

SEEN PRICED IN MELBOURNE @ $4950 - SAVE $3655!
AUSTRALIAN SPECIALS

2004 $5 SILVER, ENCAPSULATED, CASED, FDC $150.00

2017 TRANS-AUSTRALIAN RAILWAY AL/BRONZE $1 'C' MINTMARK IN OFFICIAL RAM CARD, UNC $6.00 (S.E.P @ $12.95)

1996 DONALD BRADMAN BI-METAL $5 UNC $10.00 (S.E.P @ $29.95)

2003 PRINCE WILLIAM 21ST BIRTHDAY 1oz SILVER, CASED, FDC $65.00

2003 PIPELINE CENTENARY 1oz SILVER, CASED, FDC $100.00

1988 3 COIN, 3 NOTE PORTFOLIO ALBUM, $125.00
This exceedingly rare Australian fifty dollar uncut pair of trial notes was printed between 1973-1994 by Note Printing Reserve Bank of Australia. These notes have an outline profile of Lord Howard Walter Florey and Ian Clunies-Ross on the front and back as well as the words fifty dollars printed on both sides.

**UNCUT $50 PAIR** $3500.00

**FRASER/HIGGINS (1990) $50**

Printed in 1990 by the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA), these fifty dollar banknotes feature the signature combination of Bernie Fraser as Governor of the RBA and Chris Higgins as secretary to the treasury.

**CFU $250.00 OR CONSECUTIVE PAIR $450.00**
**WORLD BANKNOTES**

P/N/L = Pick Not Listed, CV = Catalogue Value. This page some with small stocks available, P = Pick Standard Catalogue No., N.D = No Date

**Bulgaria**
- 1942 1000 Leva P.61 Stain VF $15.00, VF-VF+ $20.00, CFU $25.00

- 1943 200 Leva P.64 EF $15.00, CFU $25.00
- 1943 1000 Leva P.67i VF $40.00, EF $60.00
- 1974 5 Leva P.95 CFU $2.75

**Burma**
- (1942) 10 Rupees P.16b EF $3.00
- (1942) 100 Rupees P.17b UNC $3.00
- (1958) 10 Kyats P.48 Biro EF $2.00

- (1958) 50 Kyats P.50 nUNC-UNC $3.50
- (1958) 100 Kyats P.51 VF-EF $6.00
- (1965) 1 Kyat P.52 nUNC-UNC $0.75
- (1973) 5 Kyats P.57 CFU $1.00
- (1973) 10 Kyats P.58 CFU $1.00
- (1986) 15 Kyats P.62 CFU $2.00
- (1986) 35 Kyats P.63 CFU $1.50
- (1987) 45 Kyats P.64 CFU $4.00
- (1987) 90 Kyats P.66 CFU $6.00

**Cambodia**
- (1970) 500 Riels P.14 EF-UNC $5.00
- (1979) 0.2 Riels P.26 CFU $0.50
- (1979) 0.5 Riels P.27 CFU $0.50
- (1979) 1 Riel P.28 CFU $0.50
- 1979 10 Riels Specimen P.30s CFU $80.00
- 2004 500 Riels P.54d CFU $1.00
- 2007 1000 Riels P.58b CFU $2.50
- 2007 5000 Riels P.55d CFU $3.00

**Canada**
- 1900 25 Cents P.9a VG $50.00
- 1923 25 Cents P.11b FINE $50.00
- 1971 10 Dollars P.88e CFU $50.00
- 1972 5 Dollars P.87a CFU $40.00
- 1988 100 Dollars P.99a CFU $250.00
- 2015 $20 P.New CFU $32.50 COMMEMORATIVE

**Cape Verde**
- 1977 100 Escudos P.54 CFU $25.00
- 1977 500 Escudos P.55a CFU $35.00
- 1977 1000 Escudos P.56a CFU $60.00
- 2007 1000 Escudos P.70 CFU $25.00
- 2014 200 Escudos P.New CFU $6.50

**Cayman Islands**
- 1971 1 Dollar P.1b CFU $50.00
- 2003 50 Dollars P.32a CFU $275.00

- 2005 10 Dollars P.35 CFU $35.00
- 2006 1 Dollar P.33d CFU $5.00
- 2010 1 Dollar P.38a CFU $4.00
- 2010 5 Dollars P.39 CFU $15.00
- 2010 10 Dollars P.40a CFU $25.00

Ceylon 1977 10 Rupees P.74d EF $10.00

Chatham Islands 2013 1 Koha PN/L CFU $3.50

Chile
- (1966) 50 Escudos P.140b nUNC $3.50
- 1981 50 Pesos P.151b CFU $1.50
- 1990 1000 Pesos P.154c VF $4.00
- 2004 2000 Pesos P.160a CFU $12.50
- 2007 2000 Pesos P.160ba CFU $10.00
- 2009 2000 Pesos P.162 CFU $7.50
- 2009 5000 Pesos P.163a CFU $20.00
- 2011 1000 Pesos P.New CFU $4.00

China
- (1928) 20 Coppers Red O/P P.168b nUNC $75.00
- (1938) 1 Yen P.M22 VG $40.00
- (1940) 10 Cents PS.1657 EF $10.00 (cv $40-VF)

- 1946 Taiwan 1 Yuan P.1935 CFU $25.00
- (1946) Taiwan 10 Yuan P.1937 CFU $30.00
- (1946) Taiwan 100 Yuan P.1939 CFU $50.00
- (1947) 5000 Yuan P.309 CFU $40.00
- 1949 10 Yuan P.1636 nUNC-UNC $10.00
- 1954 Taiwan 1 Yuan P.1950 CFU $50.00
- 1972 10 Yuan P.236 CFU $12.50
- 2009 1000 Colones P.274 CFU $6.00

Comores
- 2005 1000 Francs P.16 CFU $7.50
- 2005 2000 Francs P.17 CFU $12.50
- 2006 500 Francs P.15 CFU $4.00

Cook Islands (1987) 20 Dollars P.5b CFU $35.00

Costa Rica
- (1903-1917) 5 Colones P.S122r light stain nUNC-UNC $50.00
- 1917 1 Colon P.S121r CFU $50.00
- 1972 5 Colones P.236b CFU $7.50
- 1972 10 Colones P.237a CFU $12.50
- 2009 1000 Colones P.276 CFU $20.00

Croatia
- 1991 1 Dinar P.16a CFU $2.00 (Pictured Left)
- 1991 25 Kuna P.19 CFU $4.50
- 1991 100 Dinara P.20 CFU $5.00
- 2001 5 Kuna P.37 CFU $2.00
- 2012 10 Kuna P.38b CFU $3.50
- 2012 20 Kuna P.39b CFU $5.00
- 2014 20 Kuna P.New CFU $9.50

Congo, Democratic Republic
- 2006 5000 Francs P.18 CFU $27.50

Congo, Democratic Republic
- 2006 20,000 Francs P.104 CFU $40.00
Memorial or death plaques were produced for men and women who served and died for their countries during the war and given to the next of kin. They measure 121mm in diameter, weigh 300-400 grams, cast in bronze and are uniface. The inscription reads "He died for freedom and honour" with a figure of Britannia holding a trident in the background and a lion in the foreground with the deceased's name in a rectangular tablet.

Some of the names we have in stock are;

Peter Aldred, Arthur Leonard Birch, William Henry Coles, Sidney Martin, Robert Parker and Thomas Henry Smith.

Private Peter Aldred, 40520, 2nd Battalion, East Lancashire regiment who died on 14th October 1918 - aged 25, buried Orchard Dump Cemetery, Arleux-En-Gohelle, Northern France.

**REGULAR PRICE $300.00**

**MAY SALE PRICE $200.00**

**ALSO AVAILABLE:** Renniks Australians Awarded 1st Edition
A concise guide to military and civilian decorations, medals and other awards to Australians from 1815 with valuations. **HARDBOUND $25.00**